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Abstract—Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are sensible targets
for high profile attackers and advanced persistent threats, which
are known to exploit USB thumb drives as an effective spreading
vector. In ICSes, these devices are widely used to transfer files
among disconnected systems and represent a serious security
risks, since, they may be promiscuously used in both critical and
regular systems. We show a method that adopts cryptographic
techniques to inhibit critical machines from reading possibly
malicious files coming from regular machines on untrusted USB
thumb drives. Our approach exposes limited attack surface for
any malware, even those based on zero-days. We do not require
users to change the way they use removable storage devices, or
to authenticate. Our approach can be adopted for disconnected
machines and does not need complex key management. We
describe the architecture of our solution and provide a thorough
analysis of the security of our approach in the ICS context.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the past decade, a growth of cyber-attacks directed toward Industrial Control Systems (ICS) has been observed [9].
Specifically crafted malware can be used by attackers to
alter an industrial process or gather industrial secrets, and,
in the end, gain some market or political advantage. Cyberattacks to critical infrastsructures constitutes a serious risk for
society [10]. Historically, SCADA systems, PLCes, and other
elements of ICSes are built to provide high levels of safety
and reliability but are not prepared to contrast software attacks
effectively. Further, attacks to ICSes can be quite advanced,
exploiting zero-day vulnerabilities and knowledge of regular
antiviruses to evade their detection [26]. Due to the inherent
criticality of ICSes, best practices [22] suggest to isolate the
most critical parts of the system from other IT components,
either physically or by means of firewalls. To overcome the
limitation of a poorly connected environment, file transfers
are usually performed by means of USB thumb drives and
other removable storage devices (RSDes). The use of RSDes
turned out to be an important vector of malware spread [17]
making isolation efforts to protect ICSes from the rest of the
IT systems largely ineffective.
In this paper, we propose an architecture that enables the
promiscuous use of RSDes in critical infrastructures, while
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preserving security. In our approach, machines are either
critical (SCADA, embedded devices, etc.) or regular (pesonal
notebooks, company PC, etc.). We consider regular machines
and RSDes as possible sources and vectors of attacks against
critical machines. Consider the file copy scenario with promiscuous use of a RSD that is depicted in Fig. 1: (1) a critical
machine (e.g. a development workstation) writes some data
(e.g. a new logic) into the RSD, (2) the RSD is plugged into
a, possibly compromised, regular machine, which can infect
the logic or add other malicious files in the RSD, and (3) the
RSD is plugged into a critical machine (e.g. a SCADA server)
that is the destination of the file copy and also the target
of the attack. Our goal is to allow this kind of use while
preventing (potentially malicious) data or code originated from
regular machines to spread into critical ones. We do that by
introducing a form of cryptography-based access control solely
in critical machines, which are the only trusted part in our
architecture. Exceptional data flows from regular machines to
critical machines are completely mediated by a special critical
machine called gatekeeper. Our approach does not rely on
malware signatures and is a strong obstacle to the spread of
zero-day attacks, even if RSDes are used promiscuously in
critical and regular machines. Our architecture requires just
small additional software to be included in critical machines,
and hence it is easily deployable in real ICS environments. Furthermore, the complete mediation approach enables security
policies that may also involve human decisions and complex
workflows, and hence can support arbitrarily high security
levels with a cost that does not depend on the number of
machines to protect.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review the state of the art and provide some background.
Section III formalizes the requirements we intend to meet. In
sections IV, we describe the security model and the threat
model on which we base our work. Section V shows the
architecture of the proposed solution. Section VI provides a
security analysis. Section VII discusses the applicability of
our approach in ICS environments. Section VIII draws the
conclusions.
II. S TATE OF THE A RT AND BACKGROUND
Our problem fits the well known Biba integrity model [1],
which describes a set of access control rules that can be used
to protect the integrity of certain data. In the Biba model,

Fig. 1. A promiscuous use of a removable storage device.

each element is associated to an integrity level. The rules of
this model deny any flow of information from lower levels
to higher levels and can be summarized with the statement
“no read down, no write up”. This model is implemented in
recent versions of the Windows operating system [19] and, in
principle, can be adopted also in ICS environments. However,
any form of access control on a filesystem must be performed
by a trusted operating system, while we want an USB thumb
drive to be usable even on untrusted machines.
There are a number of products on the market that specifically address security for removable storage devices (e.g.,
see [2]) and USB thumb drives (e.g., see [24]). These are
mostly focused on confidentiality, which, however, is not
our primary objective. In these cases, support to integrity
is on a file basis or on a block basis, and there is no
integrity protection for the whole storage: an attacker can
delete selected portions of data and also revert part of them to
a previously saved version. Further, all solutions imply some
form of authentication, usually password-based, but once the
user is authenticated, full access to data is allowed, and a
malware can easily infect the stored files.
To mitigate the risk for critical systems to be infected by a
malware, an antivirus can be adopted and properly configured
to scan the data stored in the USB thumb drive before any
access. Most commercial antiviruses perform detection based
on a database of known malware signatures. This approach
has some drawbacks: it cannot detect zero-days attacks, it
needs regular signatures updates to keep its effectiveness, its
performances depend on the size of the data to be protected,
and it cannot protect from generic tampering, since tampered
data in general does not contain any recognizable malware.
Concerning techniques for checking the integrity of data,
a large body of work is known in literature. Many rely on
robust cryptographic hash functions [18]. When the dataset to
be protected is large, using hash functions is inefficient. In
fact, for each change, even small ones, the hash of the whole
dataset have to be re-computed. Also, to check the authenticity
of a small part of the dataset, the hash of the whole dataset
should be checked. Authenticated data structures (ADS) allow
a user to efficiently update a cryptographic hash of a large
dataset when just a small part of the dataset is changed.
For an ADS, the hash of the whole dataset is called root
hash or basis. They also allow a user to efficiently check the
integrity of a small subset of data by only comparing against
the root hash an integrity proof of size O(log n) with n the
size of the data. Supposing that only the root hash is known
to be genuine, it is possible to check the integrity of a small

subset of data, efficiently. Widely-known ADSes are Merkle
Hash Trees (MHT) [12] and authenticated skip lists [8]. For
these data structures, updates and checks are performed in
logarithmic time with respect to the size of the dataset, which
is comparable to the efficiency of many indexes for databases
and filesystems. For this reason, MHTes or other ADSes
have been used in commercial, free, or research products. For
example, MHTes were used for securing filesystems (see for
example, [11], [21]). Authenticated data structures were also
adopted to authenticate relational database operations [4]. The
problem of efficiently using ADSes with regular DBMS was
studied in [13], [5], [15].
III. R EQUIREMENTS
In this section, we list the requirements that, in our opinion,
should lead the design and development of a solution for our
problem. For each requirement, we provide a brief description.
When needed, we also provide some motivations or point out
criticalities.
Discernment. The solution should prevent critical machines
from reading data whose source is not a critical machine.
To realize this, the solution should be able to distinguish
data (and meta-data) written by critical machines from
those written by other, possibly malicious, machines. This
should be possible even if read and write operations
are performed on a RSD by distinct machines, and
even if those machines do not share any other common
knowledge beyond that stored into the RSD.
Full Integrity. The solution should be able to detect a vast
range of integrity violations, comprising deletions or
restoration of previous versions of files or parts of them.
This will enable the detection of attacks vectored by a
RSD regardless of the kind of the attack and of the
attacker. Restoration of previous backup of an entire
volume is not considered an integrity violation.
Timeliness. Violations should be detected before tampered
data or code is used or run inside a critical machine.
For our purposes, it is essential to adopt a pure proactive
approach. Indeed, malicious data or code that is used or
run in ICS might immediately (and seriously) impair it.
Interoperability. The solution should be usable in conjunction
with the existing systems and software suites (SCADA,
HMI, harsh laptops, developement environments, inventory management, etc.), without requiring any invasive
change to those products.
Usability. The solution should preserve the convenience and
high usability perceived by users when using RSDes. It

should enable the promiscuous use of RSDes, i.e., the user
should be able to use a RSD on both critical and noncritcal systems and even on systems that are not under
the control of the organization that runs the ICS.
Efficiency. The solution should not introduce asymptotic complexity overhead on read and write operations, i.e., all
operations on the filesystem of an RSD should run in at
most O(log n) time (where n is the amount of data stored)
as with regular non-protected storage technologies.
This should be true also for read and write operations on
small parts of large files in order to enable the use of
RSDes for storing databases or virtual environments
Table I summarizes the effectiveness of currently available
solutions in meeting the requirements described above, while
the last line refers to the approach that is the subject of this
paper and is described in Sections V.
Access control relies on meta-data stored on RSDes, hence,
it does not guarantee discernment. Indeed, a malicious machine can easily circumvent access control ignoring meta-data
during writing operations. Access control does not encompass
integrity checks.
Antiviruses cannot discern data written by malicious software from data that comes from critical machines. They aims
at recognizing malicious data inspecting the entire device and
matching data with malware signatures stored in its database.
The complexity of this approach is proportional to the amount
of data saved on a RSD. Antiviruses perform real integrity
checks only on systems files, which however are not stored
on RSDes.
Encryption solutions change the way the user interacts with
RSDes (they need passwords or new drivers) and hence have
low usability. User authentication can be used to discern
different users but it is not suitable for distinguishing if the
source of the data is a critical or regular machine. Furthermore,
encryption performed on large files suffers of a penalty, in
term of efficiency, when carried out at file-level and not at
block-level. Most encryption solutions support integrity only
at block-level or at file-level.
IV. S ECURITY AND T HREAT M ODELS
We model an ICS as a set of machines that exchange
data only by means of RSDes. Machines in our model are
workstations, notebooks, SCADA systems, etc. Machines are
either critical or regular. Critical machines are intended to
be the parts of the ICS in which an “infection” can have a
big impact on the physical process. Critical machines require
special protection, while regular machines do not. In the
following, we call critical (regular) realm the set of critical
(regular) machines.
In our threat model, the threats originate in the regular realm
and spread into the critical realm by means of malicious or
accidental writing on RSDes. The objective of the attack is to
let malicious code or data to be read by at least one critical
machine when the RSD is plugged in it. The objective of our
defense is to avoid that this can happen. In this setting, to
protect the critical realm, it is enough to forbid information

flows from the regular realm to the critical realm. All other
information flows can be allowed. This ideal setting conforms
to the Biba integrity model [1] with just two integrity levels,
where the rule “no read down, no write up” applies and the
critical and regular realms are the higher and lower integrity
level respectively. However, in real ICS environments, certain
data or software have to be transferred from the regular realm
to the critical realm (e.g., software or documentation provided
by a vendor). In our security model, this is possible only by
means of a special machine called gatekeeper. The gatekeeper
realizes the “complete mediation” security principle [20],
which is a well-accepted approach when a security boundary
should be traversed, playing the same role of firewalls in
networking and of the security reference monitor for operating
systems.
In our security model, we consider only information flows
that are realized by means of read and write operations on
RSDes that are plugged into, or unplugged from, machines.
RSDes are not machines. They should be considered as a mere
medium for data and they do not have capabilities to carry
out any form of access control. We allow the same RSD to
be promiscuously used in both critical and regular machines.
Regular read operations performed on RSDes do not allow
the reader to distinguish data written by critical machines
from data written by regular machines and malicious regular
machines can perform any kind of write operation. This means
that any constraint on information flow should be enforced
during read operations performed by critical machines.
The main objective of our approach is to equip critical
machines with security features so that each critical machine
can, without any doubt, assess if the data returned by a read
operation on a RSD is exactly what was written by other
critical machines.
In our threat model, an attack can involve the injection of
malicious code in any file stored in a RSD or the tampering
of any data stored in it. In ICSes, several kinds of files can
be attacked: control logic, firmware files to be installed on
embedded devices, user documents, technical documentation,
etc. We do not distinguish among them. For the purpose of
our analysis, attaching malicious code to any file or tampering
with any kind of data are changes that are equally illegal.
We also consider an attack any change performed by regular
machines to metadata or directory structures. In our threat
model, restoring a previous version of a file is a freshness
attack, but restoring the whole content of a RSD at a previous
version is not considered an attack. We consider this as
a restoration of a previous backup (see Requirement Full
Integrity in Section III).
Since in our model RSDes are passive, we explicitly do
not consider attacks that illegally change the firmware of the
RSDes like, for example, BadUSB [14].
V. A RCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe the architecture of our solution
that we call integrity system. In our architecture, critical
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machines are equipped with the integrity system that forbids
read access when data-tampering is detected.
The main actors in our architecture are machines and
RSDes. Figure 2 summarizes their relationships and the operations that machines can perform on RSDes. For the sake of
simplicity, in the following, we refer to RSDes as having only
one volume. In our approach, each RSD contains one or more
special directories, which we call secure zones. Critical or
regular machines can read or write a secure zone. For critical
machines, these operations are performed under the protection
of the integrity system while for regular machines they are not.
For critical machines, it is strictly forbidden to perform read
operations on parts of an RSD that do not belong to a secure
zone.
The integrity system, installed in critical machines, redefines the semantic of usual read and write operations at the
system call level, hence, applications are automatically and
transparently protected at each read or write operation issued
by standard means. This is also true for any piece of ICSspecific software like, for example, a SCADA suite.
In the following, we describe each kind of operation involved by our approach.
Protected-Read. Protected-reads are the read operations performed by critical machines on secure zones. The integrity system changes the semantic in the following
way: each protected-read checks the integrity of the read
data, if data is recognized as authentic (we will also
say genuine) the data is reported to the application as
in the regular read semantic, if data is recognized as not
authentic, an error is reported. Special care is taken in
order to link the read data with their check to avoid timeof-check to time-of-use attacks.
Protected-Write. Protected-writes are the write operations performed by critical machines on secure zones. The integrity system changes the semantic in the following
way: each protected-write operation writes the data on
the secure zone and stores additional data in the RSD to
enable integrity checks during protected-read operations.
Since write operations can involve read operations (e.g.,
for metadata), if integrity problems are detected an error
is reported.
Illegal-Write. An illegal-write is a write operation performed
on a secure zone by a regular machine or by any
other mean. A regular machine is not equipped with the
integrity system, hence, it cannot update the additional
information that allows subsequent protected-read operations to recognize the data as authentic: the data changed

by an illegal-write are always recognized by the following
protected-reads as not authentic.
Plain-Read. Plain-reads are normal read operations performed
by regular machines when reading any part of an RSD.
The above rules forbid any data flow from the regular
realm to the critical realm. The special gatekeeper machine
exceptionally allows ICS operators to perform transfers that
are normally forbidden. To do that, the gatekeeper behaves
partially as a critical machine and partially as a regular one:
(i) it performs plain-read operations from outside the secure
zone of an RSD, and then (ii) it performs protected-write
operations on the secure zone of the RSD of the data just
read. In our approach, the gatekeeper is the single point where
data flow policies must be configured and enforced. While the
actual policies may depend on the specific industrial context,
they should cover (a) authentication of the operator that
requires the transfer, (b) authorization of the transfer according
to the policy of the organization, and (c) logging of the details
of the operations performed to allow subsequent auditing. Our
gatekeeping approach enables to scale-up the security level
that on organization can achieve enabling the implementation
of arbitrarily deep analysis of the data to be transferred.
This analysis can possibly involve automatic antivirus-like
checks for known malwares, human-based analysis by specialized security personnel, and human-based authorization
from management to check the motivation of the transfer.
Since the gatekeeper is a single enforcement point, the cost
of the security realized by the gatekeeper depends only on
the strength of the policy and not on the number of critical
machines to protect.
The elements of the realization of the integrity system
are shown in Figure 3. In our solution, system calls related
to read and write operations on RSDes are intercepted and
their semantic is changed in the way we described above. A
possible way to do this is to implement the integrity system
functionalities as a patch to the operating system kernel. Even
if this is surely the most efficient way to realize our ideas, it
requires considerable effort to handle all the technicalities that
a kernel space development encompasses. For our prototype,
we opt for a simpler approach. We leverage available open
source software that allows a developer to realize a filesystem
solely developing code that runs in user space. Dokany [6], for
the Windows operating system, and FUSE [7], for the Linux
operating system, are kernel drivers that enable this. The main
module of the integrity system is the integrity manager that
runs in user space as a system process. User processes that
perform system calls that encompass read and write operations

Fig. 2. Relationships between (regular or critical) machines and removable storage devices in our approach. Critical machines can read only from secure
zones, and protected read operations fail on data written by illegal write operations.

Fig. 3. The elements of the integrity system and their positions within a critical machine and a removable storage device (RSD).

are intercepted by the Dokany (or FUSE) driver, which, in turn,
triggers proper callbacks of the integrity manager. To realize
the protected-read and protected-write operations, the integrity
manager needs to access the RSD. This is accomplished by
using the regular read and write primitives provided by the
kernel.
When the integrity system is running and a RSD is plugged
in, the RSD is automatically mounted (as usually happens
in current operating systems) but the operating system is
configured so that only the integrity manager can access it.
The integrity manager, by means of Dokany or FUSE, shows
to user processes a distinct virtual volume that has the exact
content of the real RSD. All read and write operations performed by user processes on the virtual volume are replicated
by the integrity manager on the real RSD, with the semantic
change explained above, unless they infringe the rules of our
security model.
Each critical machine M stores its private key, a corresponding certificate, denoted by CERT(M ) and signed by a unique
Certification Authority (CA). Private key and certificate are
generated during the installation of the integrity manager on
M . Machine M also stores the public key of the CA. Given a
certain state of a secure zone Z, a hash of its current content is
denoted by h(Z) and its signature is denoted by signM (h(Z)).
For each secure zone Z, the RSD stores accessory data
comprising a signature and a last writer certificate. When the
content of Z is updated by M , M computes signM (h(Z))
and stores it in the RSD as the signature of Z along with
CERT(M ) as last writer certificate of Z. Another critical
machine M 0 can check the integrity of Z relying only on the

content of the RSD and on its locally stored public key of the
CA. A detailed security analysis is provided in Section VI.
For performance reasons, each RSD contains an inventory
of the secure zones that are available in that RSD. In this way,
the integrity manager can efficiently find secure zones when
a RSD is mounted. A critical aspect for the efficiency of the
whole integrity system is the time complexity of protected read
and protected write operations. We adopt a specifically tailored
ADS, stored on the same RSD for each secure zone, to speed
up both the computation of h(Z) after each protected write and
the check of the integrity of small parts of the content of Z for
each protected read. Fig. 4 shows the structure of the ADS for
a generic secure zone Z. The ADS is denoted T and it supports
integrity checks for the directory structure of Z, metadata,
and contents of all files. As for MHT (see Section II), T
is a tree whose nodes store hashes of the composition of
the hashes of their children, and whose leaves store the hash
of the corresponding data. The value h(Z) introduced above
is the root hash of T . Each file in Z corresponds to a
subtree in T , we call it a file-subtree. The directory tree of
Z corresponds to a part of T , where all file-subtrees were
pruned, we call it Tdir . T is represented in a hidden directory
in the RSD. Tdir is represented as a directory tree that mimics
the directory structure of Z. File-subtrees are a variation of
MHTs inspired by history trees [3] and adapted to support
generic file content. Each file-subtree is stored in a single file,
using only append and overwrite operations, which are the
only ones that are supported by operating systems on files.
The remaining technical aspects of the representations of Tdir
and file-subtrees are trivial and are omitted.

Fig. 4. Correspondence among parts of the secure zone Z and the authenticated data structure T .

We developed a first prototypical implementation of the
integrity manager under Linux in Java. We carefully designed
the management of the ADS using a concurrent approach
based on the actor model and realized it using the Akka [25]
framework. Our intent was to limit as much as possible
the impact of the ADS on the performances experienced by
the user. Our implementation keeps recently used parts of
the ADS cached in memory and allows several protectedread/protected-write operations to be executed in parallel. The
integrity manager is interfaced with Fuse by means of the
fuse-jna [16] library. One can argue that introducing such
a complex architecture for managing a filesystem can badly
impact performances. Our preliminary experiments show that
for thumb drives the additional overhead is negligible with
respect to timings involved in normal user interactions, like
working on documents and opening multimedia files.
Our integrity system complies to all requirements introduced in Section III (see also see Table I). Discernment: if
the data in the secure zone is recognized to be genuine, the
integrity system is sure that it comes from a critical machine
(see Section VI). Full Integrity: the signature is the signed
hash of the whole content of the secure zone and all integrity
checks are performed against it. Timeliness: the checks of
the integrity system are performed as part of each protected
read operation. If any tampered data is detected, the protectedread operation returns an error. Interoperability: any RSD
can be used to store a secure zone. Also, no changes to ICSspecific software is required to adopt the integrity system.
Usability: the user can use his/her RSD in any machine
without providing any password, and the integrity system is
required only for critical machines. Efficiency: the adoption of
ADSes allows any operation on the filesystem to be performed
without introducing any significant asymptotic overhead with
respect to common filesystem implementations.
VI. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
As detailed in Sections IV and V, the objective of the
integrity system is to protect critical machines by malware
or other forms of attack coming from regular machines. We
do that by enforcing that critical machines can only read (from
RSDes) only genuine data coming from other critical machines
and by detecting violation of this rule before tampered data
can reach user processes.
Our approach encompasses a certain number of assumptions: (I) critical machines are not compromised when the
integrity system is installed, (II) gatekeeper effectively checks
(and possibly blocks) data flowing from the regular realm
toward the critical realm, (III) critical machines cannot com-

municate with regular machines with means other then RSDes
and console operators are trusted, (IV) attackers cannot know
private keys and cannot force the CA to sign a new certificate,
(V) a limited number of software modules have no security
flaws, namely, the integrity manager, the FUSE/Dokany driver,
the filesystem driver, and the USB driver (see Figure 3),
(VI) the adopted cryptographic primitives have no security
flaws, and (VII) RSDes are passive (see Section IV). By
Assumptions I and III, the only vector of attack are RSDes
plugged into critical machines. By Assumption VII, any attack
conveyed by RSD should leverage some form of data or
code stored in it (see also Section IV). By the rules stated
in Section 3, critical machines can read only data stored in
secure zones. By Assumption V, read operations are supposed
to involve only code that have no security flaws, hence,
malformed filesystem data structures cannot be used to attack
a critical machine. By Assumption II, no malicious file from
the regular realm is admitted in the critical realm. Hence, the
only remaining possibility for an attack is trying to make user
processes to read tampered data or meta-data from a secure
zone stored in a well-formed filesystem.
Since RSDes are completely untrusted, the attacker, for
example a compromised regular machine, can freely tamper
with any data stored in the RSD (see Section IV). This includes
data stored in the secure zone, and all accessory data stored
in the RSD by the integrity system, namely, the signature, the
certificate of the last writer, and the secure zones inventory.
Let us consider a tampering of the secure zone. Since the result
of any read operation is checked against the signed hash (by
means of the ADS), the tampering of secure zone data is easily
detected. The attacker can try to avoid detection by tampering
also the ADS. An attack to the ADS, that does not change the
root hash, requires to find a collision for the hash function on
which the ADS is based, which is against Assumption VI. On
the other hand, to change the root hash the attacker should be
able to violate the signature. However, cryptographic attacks
are ruled out by Assumption VI and, by Assumption IV, we
assume that private keys and the CA are adequately protected.
Tampering only with the signature, the last writer certificate,
the ADS, or the inventory ends up in a false positive. In fact,
in those cases, while the secure zone may be genuine, the
integrity system has no way to prove it, hence, it behaves as
if the secure zone was corrupted denying any access to it.
However, ensuring data availability is not within the objective
of the integrity system.
Accidentally, we point out that an attacker that can intercept,
and possibly change, the communication between the host and
the RSD does not gain any particular advantage. Noteworthy,

in this context, Assumption VII can be relaxed. In fact, if
a malicious firmware is used to realize a man-in-the-middle
between storage and host, with the intent to show tampered
data to the host, our approach is still effective in preventing
the attack. Essentially, Assumption VII is only needed to rule
out from our analysis attacks that comes from a RSD and are
not related to data storage, like those that end up in keystrokes
injection [14].
If a protected-write operation is partially executed, for
example because the RSD is unplugged abruptly, either part of
the data in the secure zone or part of the accessory data (e.g.
the signed hash) is not written. In this case, a protected-read,
detects a tampering.
In case of disclosure of a private key, critical machines
cannot be considered secure anymore. To ease the recovery
from such abnormal situation, our architecture can easily be
extended to handle certificate revocation lists that, however,
may require manual distribution on the critical machines
since, in our approach, they may lack connectivity (see also
Section VII-A).
VII. A PPLICABILITY C ONSIDERATIONS
The advantage of adopting the solution described in this paper in an ICS context is twofold: (i) regular USB thumb drives
can be used for exchanging files among critical machines in a
safe manner and (ii) the organization can enforce any security
policy, possibly integrated with human-based processes, to
restrict the data that are transferred into the critical realm.
In the following, we discuss the hypothesis of our model,
as well as the usability and deployment impact of the integrity
system.
A. Model vs. Reality
In describing our approach, we stated several hypothesis,
we now review the most important ones from the point of
view of the applicability.
• We have supposed that there is no connection between
critical machines and regular machines. Isolation between
critical machines and the rest of the IT machines is
the best practice for ICS security [22], even if this is
often obtained by firewalling. The model introduced in
Section IV also assumes that all ICS components interact
solely by means of RSDes. However, this assumption
can be relaxed. Actually, interconnection among critical
machines and interconnection among regular machines
do not compromise the effectiveness of our approach.
Furthermore, interconnecting critical machines may ease
the distribution of certificate revocation lists as proposed
in Section VI
• Concerning the assumptions of trusted operators, noncompromised fresh-installed critical machines, private
keys, and protected CA, we expect them to be enforceable
by the application of appropriate policies. These policies
are likely to be already adopted in a typical environment
that can take advantage of our integrity system.

•

•

We assumed the absence of security flaws in specific
drivers or parts of the kernel and in the integrity manager
(see Assumption V). This attack surface is quite small
with respect to other security measures on which ICS usually relies. For example, for the access control enforced
by the operating system to be effective, the whole kernel
should be flawless. Also, software certification procedures
restricted to the parts identified by Assumption V can be
applied.
We have assumed that RSDes are passive devices in
the sense they do not have computational power. In our
opinion, this is the most critical assumption. Indeed,
RSDes are not passive and they run a firmware that can
host a malware. If that malware shows malicious data to
a critical machine, our integrity system can still detect
the attack. However, the integrity system cannot detect
attacks in which the malicious firmware impersonates
a different kind of device (e.g., a keyboard), like in
the BadUSB attack [14]. Other research works deal
with defending from these kinds of attacks and can in
principle be adopted along with our approach (see for
example [23]).

B. Usability
From the point of view of the user, our approach is highly
usable. Contrary to current suggested best practices [22], with
our approach, users are allowed to use the same RSD with
any machine without relaying on passwords and without the
need to install specific software. In fact, this is not needed for
regular machines, while installation of the integrity manager
on critical machine is expected to be performed by the
organization in a strictly controlled manner. Furthermore, data
coming from critical machines can be read anywhere.
The user may notice that additional data are stored in the
RSD for ADSes, signatures, last writer certificates, and the
inventory. We think that this has a small impact on the usability
of the system.
Obviously, a user should be aware that any write operation
in the secure zone, performed by a regular machine is actually
detected as a tampering when read by critical machines. A
possible usability problem is due to users that tamper with a
secure zone by mistake. Users should be trained to create a
new empty secure zone by proper utilities to easily recover
from this situation.
Concerning the need to transfer data or code from a regular
machine to a critical machine, the gatekeeper approach (see
Section IV and V) addresses the problem. It also enables
customization of the security checks so that a good tradeoff between usability and security can be achieved for each
specific applicative context.
Since the integrity system relies on efficient ADSes that
have sublinear time execution for all kinds of read and
write operations, no relevant performance penalties should be
observed by the user. This was also recognized in preliminary
experiments (see Section V).

C. Deployment Impact
Our approach allows on organization to use regular RSDes,
it does not need special software on regular systems, and it
is easy to deploy on critical machines. In fact, it does not
need any change to existing operating systems, comprising
those commonly adopted in ICS, like MS Windows. Also,
no networking change is needed since our integrity system
does not require any communication channel among machines,
beyond that provided by RSDes.
The integrity system is required only inside critical machines where the protection is crucial. Since critical machines
are supposed to be in a limited number, slightly higher
management standards are supposed to be affordable.
The key management is quite simple. The deployment of
the integrity system in an ICS environment requires only
the presence of an off-line CA, well protected and managed,
(which may already be present in the organization for other
purposes) and a proper installation procedure that involves
the creation of a certificate for each critical machine. Aspects
related with certificate revocations have been dealt with in
Section VI.
To be effective, our approach requires the gatekeeper and
the certification authority to be properly secured by hardening,
control of physical access, etc. The gatekeeper provides the
organization with great flexibility about the security policies,
but this means that they should be carefully designed and
possibly integrated with business or decision processes. For
strict security policies, traversing the gatekeeper may be costly,
hence, it is advisable to deploy a critical machine realizing a
repository of commonly used files ready to be used in the
critical realm.
Special care should be taken when dealing with critical
machines realized using a virtualization technology. Actually,
in that context, new attacks that involve the hypervisor are
possible. In particular, bugs in the hypervisor can enable
unexpected communication among machines in the same host.
Also, the host itself can be target of an attack. Consequently,
a good security practice is to consider the host and the guests
either all critical or all regular. Further, guest access to RSDes
is mediated by the hypervisor, so the hypothesis that this
mediation is bug-free must also be taken into account to
preserve the validity of the analysis developed in Section VI.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a model for protecting critical machines
in an ICS context from attacks that use removable storage
devices like USB thumb drives. Our architecture realizes
the proposed security model and fulfills a certain number
of requirements that arise in the ICS context. The proposed
approach makes very limited assumptions on the nature of
the attack, it proactively blocks attacks before they reach
the target, and does not need any special support by already
deployed products.
Future works include the study of countermeasures to
protect critical machines against firmware modifications, like
in the BadUSB attack. We are also studying the possibility to

realize the integrity system on a dedicated hardware to be used
with embedded devices that cannot host it, like Programmable
Logic Controllers, Remote Terminal Units, etc.
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